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Multipl~-Precision Arithmetic and the Exact Calculation of. 

the 3-J, 6~j 1 and 9-j Symbols 

Robert M. Baer and Martin G. Redlich 

Intro-duction. In recent years the 3-j, 6-j; and·9-J symbols 

(lJ ~or the three-dimensional rotation group have ~ound in-

creasing application in calculations in many fields of physics,. 

expecially in nuclear and a?omic spectroscopy. The 3-j, 6-j,· 

and 9-J symbols will be written as follows: 

( jl. j2 J~) tl j2 J3l jl j2 jl2 

\m~ m2 m3 ' ~l .Q. 513J . j3 j4 j 34 0 2 

jl3 j24 j 

. The 3-j symbol equals (2j 3+1)-112. (-)Jl-j2-m3 times the 

vector addition, Clebsch-Gordan, or Wigner coefficient [1]. 

· The vector-addition coefficient is defined in the tneory of 

the· single- and double-valued representations of the three-
\ ' 

dimensional rotation group S0(3). The coefficient is an element 

of the matrix which brin~s the Kronecker product of two represen-

tations labeled by the integers or half-integers J 1 and J2 into 

reduced form. The 6-j symbol equals (-~J1+j2+~1+~2 times the 

Racah coefficient [2]. 

Many tables of the 3-j and 6-j symbols have appeared. 

One of the most complete is that of Rotenberg, Bivins, 

rJietropolis, and Wooten, Jr. (RBMW) (3], Which gives these 

symbols as squa~e roots of products of powers of prime 

numbers. :J ..owev~r, even for calculations made with a desk 
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calculator., one sometimes needs symbols which go beyond 
I 

the ji or kj_ = 8 limit of this table. Furthermore, symbols . , 

. \oti th j i "-" 50 will be needed in the interpretation of recent 

experiments in the field of re•ctions between heavy ions 

and nuclei. In .the present paper, we describe a system for 
' making multi-word calculations on a digital computer in the ·:·· 

fixed-point (integer) mode, and the application of this 

system. in subroutines for the calculation of the exact values 

· of; the 3-j, 6-j, and 9-J symbols. ·These subroutines are 

called THREE J, SIX J, artd NINE J. 

I 

Multiole-orecision fixed-ooint arithmetic. Usually, only 

limited accuracy can be· obtained for calculations performed , 

with floating-point arithmetic. In some instances, floating":'. 

point arithmetic of single or double precision may be in- · 

sufficient for the required accuracy 1A QQQ1.1Paey tn a com

putation,because of the accumulation of truncation errors 

due to many arithmetical operations. In other cases, there 

may be great loss.of accuracy in subtractions of numbers 

which are nearly equal. Thus there may be considerable 

uncertainty as to the actual inaccuracy of the result, 

especially in extended computations which are too compli-

cated for accurate error analyses. All of these consider

ati~ns apply at least to some extent·to the calculation o.f 

the 3-J. 6-j, and 9•J symbols; they apply to a still larger 

extent to programs in which these subroutines are used. 

Such diffi6ulties can be obViat•d for calculations 

which can be carried out entirely in fix~d~point arithmetic. 

-2-
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· Then the only reason against relying on fixed-point arith

rr.etic in machines with fixed word size is that numbers may 

occur which exceed the available word length of the machine. 

Examples or·such large numbers sometimes occur in the square 

brackets of equation (2) given below. 

This. difficulty is overcome by new multiple-prec_ision 
. . 

fixed-point routines (which we shall refer to as MPF routines). 

These routines accept as input quantities, and return as out

put quantities, number-pairs (X,N) where X is a (sometimes 

large) integer and N is the number of (machine) words 
.I 

occupied by X. The basic MPF routines are addition, multi

plication and division. Their iriput and output may become 

.larger or smaller freely, restricted .only by space consider

atiorts relative to the overall program.(and these are usually 

immaterial as a real restriction). 

Another program of the MPF package supplies.combinatorial 

functions (such as the relatively~prime numerator and denom

inator resulting from the square bracket of equation (2)]. 

Additional subroutines supply prime factorizations of large 

numbers, square roots of large numbers in irreducible form; 

1the sum of two fractions, and, finally, conversion from MPF 

to double-precision floating-point form. All of these 

_:routines* are FORTRAN II callable on the IBM 7090/94. They 

should prove of considerable use in other areas of physics 

and mathematics where a convenient way of dealing with large 

integers ·is required or de~irable. · · 

-3-
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The 3-.1 Symbol. For programming, we use formula (1.5) of 
\ ' 

RBI4W, but we write it in the following way, which requires 

only one combinatorial calculation. .The definitions of nl, ...... . 

nl = j2-m2, ns =-jl +j2 + j3, n9 • j2 +m2 

n2 1: j 3 + m3, n6 = jl -j2 + j 3' · n1o=. J 3 -jl -m2 

.n3 =. j 3 - m3, n7 = jl + j2 - j 3'. n11• j3·-j2 + ml 
.. 

n4 = jl + ml, na c;a jl ml, nl2 .. jl· + j2+ J '+ 3' l 

·The coefficients fk are defined for k =~ by setting f~ = l, 

and recursively for ~ < k ~ A by 

fk+l= -fk (n7-k) (na-k) (n9-k) . 
(k+l5 (n10+k+l) Cn11+k+l) ( l) 

Then the 3-j symbol is·. given by: 
t . 

= 
(2) 

Examination of the· details of the calculations for input .· 

J1 , J 2 , and j 3 all ~·85 shows that the numbers in intermedi

ate steps and in the result occupi at most six words in · 

computer stora~e (1 word~ 3.4· x 1olO) •. We have arbitrarily · 

allocated' at least eight words for e•ch quantity which 

becomes.large. '' 

-4-
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33 ... 
50 -· .... 

125 

' ' 
' 
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' \ .. 

2j2 

35 
50 

lOS 

2j3 

60 
50 

200 
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The output of the subroutine THREE J has been checked 

by comparison with the table of RBMW and by the sum rule 

for the squares of 3-J symbols (RBMW formula (1.14)). 

Some examples are given below. Each symbol is given as 

ISQRT·NUM/DEN, with obvious abbreviations •. · (The magnitudes 

of the symbols in all tables of this pap~r have been checked 

by sum rules.) 

3-1 Svmbols 

2m1 2m2 2m3! SQRT ... NuM. DEN 

19 ~35 -54! 
I 8136 72717 .7 29 00794 

10 20 -3o I 10477 35777 10678 15050 77155 -2801 186 61339 54893 859sa 

87 103 -190 l 9655 90053 31483 43182 39667 40406 •38 746 37851 43782 28977 

The 6-j and 9-j Symbols. The expression for the subroutine 

SIX J is entirely analogous to (2). Formula (2.3) of RBMW 

is used, again rewritten so that only one combinatorial 

calculation is needed. Three examples follow: 

6-j Symbols 

2h 2h 2j3. 2 )..1 2~2 2 ~3 1 SQRT NUM DEN 
~-~~---3~---3~---31~4·~.--------~1+---------~6~0=9~74~6~9~84~7~5~-------------~891:35684 026 

:52 48· 48 48 
82 84 86 80 

48 . 60 2180 38965 
80 80 19654 02978 

14 11156 14639 4572 02818 94899 559 
39418 16285 88653 39149 . 166 50423 19820 78087 41419 722 

·. The 9-j symbol is expressed as a sum of products of 6-J 

symbols in RBMW formula (3.1). This formula is used by. 

subroutine.NINE J to calculate the 9-j symbol. An alter

nate subroutine for ·the calculation of the 9-J symbol has· 

-5-
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beEm progrkmmed; this subroutine uses a modification of RBi~W 
~ 

. (3.1) similar to (2) for the 3-j symbol, so that only one 

combinatorial expression appears. This latter subroutine 

is roughly 20%·faster, but requires 2,264 10 words storage· 

compared with 426 10 for the .former. one.· The two subroutines· 

have been used to check each other; in addition, their 
.. 

output has been checked by. the sum rule of squares of 9-j 

symbols (RBMW (3~6)). This sum rule also serves as a check 

on SIX J. 

A comparison was made with a s~~ple consisting of 1155 

symbols from a table of 9-j symbols calculated in the floating

point mode [4]. Eleven of the symbols in the sample differed 

in the fifth significant. figure from the values calculated 

and checkea by the present subroutines. One other 9-j symbol 

of this s~ple, the first of those given below, differed 

in the first significa~t figure from the value calculated 
\ 

: 
and checked by MPF subroutines. Again, some examples fo.llow: 

9- j SI!:!!bo1s 

2j3 2j4. 2j34 2j13 2j34 2ji SQRT NUM 
~--·-

DEN 
l 

5 7 12 10 12 14\ 154 I -1 8316 c 
! l 

I 15 15 26 30 24 40 \ 129 64479 I 719 23 07087 96750 

16 16 16 . 30 26 321 2 09778 98214 ·143 7 29644 80675 
l 

Sto~age Snace and Timing: The total space allocation . 

. required for THREE J, SIX J, and NINE j+ is:.approximately ·. 

300010 wor.ds; the space allocation req~~red for t.}1e set of ·' 

. ~ MPF.routines is appr~xi~ately 4ooo10 words~ · 
' .. . . . 

. . 
-6-
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·The execution time of THREE J varies from ....,. 10 milli

sec. to -26 milli-sec. for input (J 1 , J2, j3) varying from 

(1, i, 1) to (16, 16, 16). For SIX J, the range is rrom 

-12 milli-sec. to·- 1 sec. corresponding to input argument 

values ranging from all j's and l•s -1 to all j's and Q•s 

~ 16. This execution time increases sharply with increasing 

size of inp~t values; fo~ all argument values - 8, the time 

is about 160 milli-sec. For NINE J the execution time ranges 

from ~ 60 milli-sec. !"or all j 's ~ l to 6 sec. ·for all j • s. 

It must be emphasized that the limiting input values to 

the present subroutines can be made as large as may foresee-

ably~be desired. This is accomplished by a trivial change 

in space allocations and in a corresponding input to a 

combinatorial subroutine. 

Check of Calculations. It is difficult to be certain that 
' 

any computer program is entirely correct, and especially 

difficult to know exactly what its limitations are. In order 

to ensure the correctness of any long calculation, it appears· 

most desirable to have two separate, independent programs, 

and thus to use the computer to che~k its own work. For-

tunately, in an~ular-momentum algebra it is usually possible 

to develop two independent formulas for the same quantity. 

Therefore, it is possible to be nearly certain about the 

correctness of results even of long calculations. 

In particular, two long, independent programs for the 

same matrix elements of nuclear interactions have been 

. -7-
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'~-!I'i tten hert ~ using MPF' arithmetic. These programs both 
' ' 

use the subroutines THREE'J and SIX J hundreds of times 

for each set of inpu~ values.· The.res~lts of the two 

pror;rams have checked exactly fo..:· many S\.lCh ~ets,. thus 

giving further indication of the accuracy of these sub-

routines. 

For the construction of some of the MPF routines 

we are indeoted to Mr. G. Johnson, and Mrs. E. Krasnow, 

:or the Computer Center, Berkeley, and Mr. J. Brillhart 

of the University of San Franciscoo· 

Computer.Center 

University of California,·Berkeley 

Je.ptirthl~,if /y ?A;;lc.s ai\J. 
Lawrence ~adiation Labor~tory 

University of California, Berkeley ·.· 
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.routines are .. available from. SHARE· as Al Be. ltlPAS, · 

·MPRD, MPDV, 08 BC 'KOMO, and Al BC MPFA. 

rou:t1nes.are·subm1tted to'SHARE under·the. cles1r;~
·. .... . ·~·f' 

l'lation.C3 BC JSYM: they' require. the.· package. or: rou'tines '~, 
. . 

·mentioned in the' preceding'rootnote. 
. ., ' .. ' 

Another package~~ 
._.;. 

some simple multiple-precision 
.- ·., 

:· physical subroutines .-'J' 
· .. ' . ·~/ ... . ' ... 
(These inclu.cie Racah' s reduced~ c(~) matrix element 

~ . ·.' 

,. 

·(2) and the. SL-Jj 
:. . . . . . . '~ . :. 

transformation coeff1~ient.s for: 
. . ' 

two particles. 
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